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Abstract 

The ability to masticate has historically been 

viewed mainly in a static way by analyzing the 

morphology of teeth. The dynamic chewing 

motions have been considered too complicated 

and variable to have any analytical value. This 

complexity has been breached by averaging the 

movement pattern to allow the visualization of 

the underlying pattern and its variability. The 

three most important characteristics of the motion 

pattern are size, shape and variability.  

Adding the mean pattern of muscle activity 

during chewing dramatically improves the 

analysis of the quality of function. The normal 

hierarchy of muscle activity is indicated when the 

working masseter is most active, followed by a 

somewhat less active working temporalis, a 

further less active non-working temporalis and 

lastly, a least active non-working masseter. In a 

worst-case scenario, the non-working masseter 

can be the most active muscle.  

The roll of adaptation is key to maintaining good 

function in spite of damage to or deterioration of 

the masticatory system. A highly adaptive system 

can ameliorate damage and degeneration. Age 

and gender are lesser factors than maintenance of 

the system. Much can be done to improve the 

function, but it is absolutely necessary to measure 

masticatory function before any treatment plan 

can be devised to improve it. 
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Introduction:  
 

Mastication is the most important function of the 

stomatognathic system. The teeth, bones, joints, 

muscles, nerves, vessels, sensory elements and 

connective tissues are all necessary parts of what 

constitutes the beginning of the gastrointestinal 

system for digestion (Massey, 2006). A very 

unfortunate truth is that dentistry focuses on the 

aesthetics (or cosmetics if you will), but not on 

function (Cunningham, Hunt, & Feinmann, 1996; 

Williams et al, 2009). The quality of a patient’s 

function almost always goes untested, while the 

appearance of a beautiful smile is highly valued. 

In fact, a bad appearance is not a good indication 

of the quality of function and even an ideal 

appearance does not guarantee good function. 

Masticatory function must be tested if a clinician 

wishes to understand the full needs of the patient.  
 

“The clinical aim of restoring masticatory function is 

most often no more than a delusion.”  (WODA, 2006) 

The good news is that testing can be done simply, 

quickly and definitively with today’s technology. 

Background:  Seven of the twelve cranial nerves 

each contribute to the process mastication: 

I. Olfactory; The smell of food (Is it safe to eat or 

spoiled? Does it stimulate the appetite?) 

  

V. Trigeminal; efferent to Masseter, Temporalis, 

 Lateral Pterygoid, Medial Pterygoid, Anterior 

 Digastric, Mylohyoid, afferent from numerous 

 sensory elements throughout the system 

 

VII. Facial; Gustatory, efferent to Buccinator, 

Posterior Digastric, Stylohyoid and Obicularis Oris 

 

IX. Glossopharyngeal; Gustatory, Stylopharyngeus, 

salivation, tongue control, swallowing 

 

X. Vagus; Thyroartenoid, Transverse Arytenoid, 

Oblique Arytenoid, Lateral Cricoarytenoid, Posterior 

Cricoarytenoid, Aryepiglottic, Thyroepiglottic, both 

afferent and efferent to the striated and smooth 

muscle of the esophagus 

 

XI. Accessory; Efferent to Sternocleidomastoid, 

Trapezius, Levator Veli Palatini, Palatoglossus, 

Uvular; and from Vagus – Palatopharyngeus, 

Salpingo-pharyngeus, Superior Pharyngeal 

Constrictor and Inferior Pharyngeal Constrictor 

XII. Hypoglossal;  efferent to tongue, Genioglossus, 

Styloglossus and Hyoglossus 

 

Damage to any of these nerves can adversely 

affect masticatory function. Likewise, damage to 

a temporomandibular joint, a muscle, a ligament, 

a tooth or any of the associated tissues will 

adversely affect the efficient mastication of food. 

However, this also means that when a tested 

patient shows good function, all of these elements 

must be working properly together. By measuring 

the output of the masticatory system precisely, it 

is possible to evaluate how well it is functioning 

overall. If the system is functioning poorly, then 

it is necessary to scrutinize the individual parts of 

the system to find the specific malfunction(s), but 

good function means either; a) all of the original 

tissues are intact or b) successful adaptation has 

occurred within the system to compensate for any 

deficiency. 

Considering the complexity of the masticatory 

system, it would be exhausting for any dentist and 

cost prohibitive for most patients to check every 

component of the system individually for proper 

function. Thus, one very practical approach is to 

test the system as a whole.1 To date, the most 

developed method available includes recording 

EMG from the superficial masseter and anterior 

temporalis muscles simultaneously together with 

the movement of the mandible at the incisor point 

while the patient is chewing gum or a tough bolus 

(on the left and right sides). This combination of 

data allows one to evaluate the quality of 

masticatory function, to detect the presence and 

the approximate level of dysfunction and to also 

estimate the level of successful adaptation.  

This process can be accomplished with as few as 

four recordings in just a few minutes and the 

incremental cost is minimal. These four records 

include 20 seconds to 30 seconds of left and right 

“directed” gum-chewing followed by a similar 

duration of left and right mastication of a tough 

bolus. The gum-chewing represents a “soft and 

predictable” bolus and the tough bolus challenges 

the system under load. The following analysis 

uses BioPAK, but is not limited to that program.  
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Dentistry and Masticatory Function 

Historically, dentistry has been most concerned 

with the teeth and gums, caries and periodontal 

disease, and relatively little attention has been 

paid towards a patient’s ability to masticate even 

though that is the main functional purpose of the 

system. However, the roles of masticatory nerves 

and the associated muscles in the control of the 

masticatory system have long been vigorously 

argued going back for many decades (Pickerill, 

1914). Previously it was proposed repeatedly that 

within the brain a control center exists (a central 

pattern generator) for mastication and deglutition 

from studies using decerebrate rabbits. (Ferrier, 

1886; Rethi, 1893; Carpenter, 1895). Using more 

of the decerebrate rabbits, bilateral synchronous 

“movements of mastication” were elicited from 

stimulating the cortical area of one cerebral 

hemisphere (Miller, 1920). More recently the 

same experiments were repeated again with 

another decerebrate rabbit, arriving at those same 

conclusions (Dellow & Lund, 1971). However, it 

is likely that the decerebrate preparation is what 

facilitates this phenomenon (Sherrington, 1917).2 

A number of problems persist with the central 

pattern theory; a) masticatory function is not 

characterized with simultaneous bilateral muscle 

activity, Figure 1. b) although superficially the 

movements appear to be rhythmic, a tremendous 

amount of variation is present, c) the movements 

and the necessary muscle activity are most often 

quite asymmetrical, d) chewing never occurs at 

the 4 cycles/second rate, e) coordination of 

mastication includes all of the masticatory 

musculature, the tongue, and some of the muscles 

of the head and neck, f) each cycle includes a 

unique motion that is formulated by the CNS 

from mechanosensory feedback and the stored 

memories of previous experience, and g) when 

analyzing even the intra-patient range of patterns, 

it seems infinite. In light of these conditions it is 

difficult to imagine how a pre-programmed 

generator could do more than stimulate the desire 

to chew. Considering the amount of flexibility 

needed, it is hard to even imagine the complexity 

of the “program” that would be necessary to carry 

out mastication. Unlike walking, which has been 

theorized to also include a pattern generator, the 

whole process of mastication is far more 

complex, less predictable and also more precise. 

In control subjects the mandible can consistently 

return to within < 100 microns of the centric 

occlusion position without making any tooth 

contact during chewing, yet without ever 

repeating the same pathway. See Figure 2. Thus, 

it is not very likely a “genetic” pre-programmed 

function, but rather a learned skill (Wilson & 

Green, 2009; Yamada-Ito et al, 2013).  

 
Figure 1. Class I normal chewing activity pattern 

showing each elevator muscle in rectified average 

microvolts. Muscles indicated as “W” are on the 

working side, “NW” on the non-working side. Mm = 

masseter, Ta = anterior temporalis, TP = turning point. 

 

 
Figure 2. A normal control subject chewing on the left 

side. A very precise terminal chewing position, but 

with adequate variation in the approach and a normal 

asymmetrical frontal pattern of motion.  
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The process of mastication requires manipulation 

of the bolus by the tongue and the buccinator 

muscles, positioning it onto the molars, crushing 

the bolus and mixing it with saliva, and then 

swallowing it. All of these activities can happen 

more or less simultaneously without very much 

conscious thought in normal control subjects, but 

the presence of dysfunction raises the level of the 

subject’s awareness. As dysfunction increases the 

mastication activity pattern becomes increasingly 

tentative, slower, with the movements becoming 

more randomized (Radke, Kull & Sethi, 2014).  

There are two factors that produce variability in 

the mastication pattern; 1) the characteristics of 

the bolus and 2) the overall conditions within the 

masticatory system. When a masticatory system 

is functioning very well, the bolus produces most 

of the variation (Figure 3A). But when the system 

is functioning poorly, a preponderance of all of 

the variation is due to dysfunction (Figure 3B). 

 
Figure 3. The horizontal view reveals the level of 

randomness within these gum chewing patterns. When 

the patient is unable to find a workable pattern, he/she 

just keeps trying every possibility. 

 

The Advantages of Averaging EGN 

Previous studies have suggested that variability in 

movement patterns between subjects may be too 

great to establish what is normal (Proschel, 1987; 

Nielsen, Marcel, Chun & Miller, 1990). In order 

to recognize dysfunctional chewing, it is first 

necessary to understand what good function looks 

like. This is true for movement analysis and also 

for muscle function. It is also important to have a 

handle on what is a reasonably acceptable level 

of variability. When the differences are huge as 

in figure 3, they are not hard to see, but for more 

subtle differences the Standard Deviations (SD) 

from normal subjects can also be very helpful.  

The Chewing Motion just by itself can provide an 

impression of the quality of function to the very 

experienced viewer. Four samples of left chewing 

motions are illustrated in Figure 4. However, it is 

not possible to place them into a normalcy order 

without some type of reference.  

 
Figure 4. Four sample Chewing Motions. These are 

from control subjects that, by all appearances, have 

very good function. It is very difficult to distinguish 

any more than that from these raw motion graphs. 

 

Since it is impossible to find even one perfect 

control subject to use as a reference with which 

to judge other individuals, the alternative is to 

calculate the mean of a normal asymptomatic 
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population (Kuwahara, Miyauchi & Maruyama, 

1992). Completely normal subjects are a rarity. 

But good functioning asymptomatic subjects are 

plentiful enough. Kuwahara et al found no less 

than 500 with which to calculate a 3-dimensional 

Average Chewing Pattern (ACP) and the standard 

deviation of it.  

The inclusion criteria for “normal” should be set 

to; 1) a minimum of 28 teeth, 2) Angle’s Class I 

occlusion, 3) anterior coupling of teeth, 4) at least 

45 mm for ROM and 5) youthful adults with good 

general health. The exclusion criteria for a normal 

group should be; 1) any teeth sensitive to hot or 

cold or painful, 2) any other painful TMD 

symptoms, 3) posterior interferences in lateral 

excursions, 4) an over-closed or deep bite (> 5 

mm), and 5) the presence of any systemic disease.  

 
Figure 5. The ACPs from four subjects with good 

function are compared with the population mean (black 

lines). None of the 3-D patterns of movements 

perfectly match the normal population mean, but all 

indicate good masticatory function (C is closest to it). 

 

It has been well demonstrated that malocclusion 

alters masticatory movement patterns (Ahlgren, 

1967; Nishio, Miyauchi & Maruyama, 1988; 

Miyauchi, Nakaminami, Nishio & Maruyama, 

1989; Takeda, Nakamura, Handa, Ishii, Hamada 

& Seto, 2009; Kerstein, R, B, Radke, J. (2017). It 

should be intuitively obvious that any alteration 

in the mandibular movement pattern must result 

from a change in the activity of the muscles that 

produce it (Möller, Sheikholeslam & Lous, 1984; 

Alarcón, Martín & Palma, 2000; Andrade Ada, 

Gavião, Gameiro & De Rossi, 2010; Kerstein & 

Radke, 2012; Tomonari et al, 2014). Any painful 

condition within the masticatory system will also 

alter some masticatory muscle responses.  

What is quite fortuitous is the fact that the minor 

abnormalities in the movement patterns of a well-

adapted and substantially normal group will be 

randomly distributed. Consequently, when the 

masticatory movements of the entire group are 

averaged with respect to the working and non-

working sides, the small deviations will tend to 

cancel each other out and the resulting mean or 

Average Chewing Pattern (ACP) will represent 

that difficult to find most ideal chewing motion 

pattern and its (+/-) statistical range. This useful 

approach was first discovered by Professor Takao 

Maruyama’s group at the University of Osaka 

dental school in Osaka, Japan. They averaged the 

gum chewing patterns from a group of 500 

normal [Japanese] subjects to produce their 

normal population ACP mean and standard 

deviation (Kuwahara, Miyauchi & Maruyama, 

1992). Another averaged sample of gum chewing 

patterns from just 30 normal [American] subjects 

matched those of the Japanese mean very closely. 

The common criteria were; 1) the same magnetic 

jaw tracking device, 2) one stick of gum pre-

softened and 3) directed gum-chewing on the left 

and right sides. See Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Mean Frontal patterns of the directed 

chewing of gum on left and right sides of thirty 

American normal Class I control subjects. 
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What is most “normal” regarding the left-side and 

right-side chewing patterns in figure 6 are their 

shapes. The sizes of the patterns can be larger or 

smaller, wider or narrower, according the size of 

the mouth, the aggressiveness of the chewing and 

the size of the bolus. Intuitively, a larger bolus 

requires a larger pattern, at least initially. An 

aggressive approach to chewing uses a larger 

pattern with more velocity. Larger mouths 

sometimes utilize a somewhat larger range of 

motion during mastication as well.  

To accommodate the range of sizes of normal 

patterns, the Normal ACP can be scaled to the 

vertical size of an individual’s pattern before any 

comparison is made. This allows for the 

comparison of shapes rather than sizes.3 

To avoid allowing swallows or manipulations of 

the bolus to mischaracterize a patient’s ACP, the 

individual’s complete sequence of cycles from a 

record are first averaged to arrive at an overall 

mean and standard deviation. Then, using only 

the first 15 to 20 cycles that fall within 2 standard 

deviations of the overall mean of the complete 

sequence, the ACP is re-calculated. This process 

removes all swallows and/or any excess bolus 

manipulations from the patient’s final ACP and 

gives a more accurate indication of the pattern of 

function. The first cycle is also avoided as it is 

usually too manipulative of the bolus.  

 
Figure 7. An ACP of patient with left DD without 

reduction. Note slowed velocities and distortion to the 

left of the frontal and horizontal patterns.  

 

The ACP in Figure 7 is one that is relatively easy 

to read. The obvious distortion of the frontal and 

horizontal patterns to the left while chewing on 

the right is a distinct indication of restricted left 

condylar translation, most often caused by a non-

reducing displaced disk. However, a relatively 

large (20 mm) vertical and smooth consistent 

patterns are indicative of a considerably adapted 

condition. Note that except for that distortion and 

some reduction in opening velocity, the overall 

shapes of the patterns closely follow those of the 

population means (in black) in each plane and in 

velocity. These are characteristics of a chronic 

condition that is well adapted. The green area of 

the vertical axis represents the 2 standard 

deviation range of vertical opening for the normal 

population during the chewing of one stick of 

gum. The portions of the individual ACP graph 

line that include a thickening of the line indicate 

that the pathway at that part of the ACP exceeds 

two standard deviations from the normal 

population mean. Note in Figure 7, the thickened 

lines are at the most deviated part of the ACP. 

Measuring Chewing Efficiency 

An alternative method of evaluating chewing is 

to evaluate the sizes of chewed particles.  With 

this approach the subject is usually given an 

artificial food substance (e.g. Optosil, CutterSil, 

etc.) or sometimes a real food (almond, peanut, 

etc.), and instructed to chew it with a specified 

number of strokes. Then it is spit out and the 

particles are washed and dried, strained through 

several sieves. The median particle size (MPS) 

and the broadness of the particle size distribution 

are calculated. Optical scanning of the particles is 

an alternative method of determining particle 

size. This approach is rather time consuming and 

too messy to be utilized in a routine clinical 

setting, but has provided some valuable results 

(Olthoff, van der Bilt, Bosman & Kleizen, 1984; 

Mowlana, Heath, Van der Bilt & Van der Glas, 

1994; English, Buschang & Throckmorton, 2002; 

Gavião, Raymundo & Sobrinho, 2001; Toro, 

Buschang, Throckmorton & Roldán, 2006). 
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Comparisons have been made between chewing 

efficiency testing and the masticatory kinematics 

while chewing (Wilding & Shaikh, 1997; Lepley, 

Throckmorton, Parker & Buschang, 2010). The 

factors that are altered in dysfunctional subjects 

include; a slower rate of chewing, a smaller size 

to the chewing motion and greater within-subject 

variability of ACP. Occlusal factors have been 

clearly demonstrated to be closely related to 

masticatory efficiency (Lepley, Throckmorton, 

Ceen & Buschang, 2011; Giannakopoulos, Wirth, 

Braun, Eberhard, Schindler & Hellmann, 2014). 

It has also been demonstrated that subjects that 

are scheduled for treatment for malocclusion can 

be evaluated and classified as to the severity of 

their masticatory dysfunction (severe, moderate 

or none). This offers the possibility of allowing 

good adaptation to be an alternative for the non-

severe cases (Bourdiol, Soulier-Peigue, Lachaze, 

Nicolas, Woda & Hennequin. 2017). While 

adaptation does occur eventually in many cases, 

it can take a long time. The unpleasantness 

associated with the process can diminish the 

quality of life dramatically and many patients do 

prefer a shorter-term TMD correction if possible. 

Additional Kinematic Parameters 

The kinematics of the single incisor-point do not 

describe the entire mandibular motions, but due 

to some limitations or restrictions in the possible 

movements of the mandible, some inferences are 

possible; 1) a horizontal rotation (yaw) of the 

mandible does not occur without a lateral motion 

of the incisor point and vice versa, and 2) because 

of the intimate contact of the condyles with the 

eminences, any pitch of the mandible cannot be 

very large. Since the incisor-point moves farther 

and faster than any other point on the jaw that 

gives better resolution to its kinematic data. The 

lack of any impediment to function is perhaps the 

most important feature of incisor-point tracking 

systems over all clutch-based systems. Of course, 

that also depends on what you want to record. If 

condylar motion is what is desired, a 6-degree 

tracker is be needed.  

The kinematics of the incisor-point include; a) the 

path of the motion, b) the velocity of the motion, 

c) the acceleration of the motion and d) the 

jerkiness of the motion. During mastication the 

path determines the shape of the ACP, the 

velocity and size of the ACP determine the 

chewing rate (cycle time), the transitions between 

acceleration and deceleration are key to the 

smoothness of the function, which can be 

calculated as Jerk, the third derivative of motion. 

The relationship between these parameters can be 

seen in Figure 8. When the teeth are together at 

time zero all four parameters = 0.0. The blue lines 

are the slant distances from occlusion and they 

open to about 20 mm during both of these single 

cycle recordings. The red lines are the velocities, 

which actually precede the position slightly as the 

motions begin. The green lines represent the two 

accelerations and they precede the velocities. 

Finally, the purple lines show the jerk for each 

cycle, which precedes slightly the acceleration.  

 
Figure 8. Comparison of an adapted dysfunctional 

cycle (A) and a normal one (B). The normal chewing 

motion is smooth, but the dysfunctional chewing is 

jerky even when a patient is relatively well adapted. 

 

In figure 8A the jerk function (purple) includes at 

least 12 peaks, meaning there are 12 transitions 

between acceleration and deceleration. This is a 

jerky motion. In 8B the normal cycle includes just 

4 peaks, two in opening and two in closing. This 

is the minimum number possible as each chewing 

cycle must include an opening acceleration and 

deceleration and the same for closing. The cycle 

time for the normal subject (figure 8B) is shorter 

and less variable. Due to the complexity of the 
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dysfunctional cycle (8A), it takes longer and it 

varies more from cycle to cycle.  

Three objectively measurable differences in 

dysfunctional chewing are; 1.) longer cycle 

time, 2.) a smaller and often distorted ACP and 

3.) a greater variability of the movements.  

As a dysfunctional condition progresses from 

acute to chronic and adaptation occurs, the cycle 

time and the shape of the ACP gradually tend to 

return toward a more normal pattern. However, 

the variability remains excessive. In contrast, the 

poorly or un-adapted pattern of dysfunctional 

mastication remains slow, small, distorted and 

highly variable.  

When evaluating the ACP there are four objective 

timings and two positions that can be measured; 

1. Opening Time 

2. Closing Time 

3. Occlusal Time 

4. Cycle Time 

5. Vertical Turning Point 

6. Antero-posterior Turning Point 

7. Lateral Turning Point 

8. Vertical Terminal Chewing Position 

9. Ant/post Terminal Chewing Position 

10. Lateral Terminal Chewing Position 

The timing is measured in milliseconds and the 

positions are measured as millimeters from the 

intercuspal position. Table 1 in the appendix lists 

the normative values and ranges and compares to 

some dysfunctional ones. 

The chewing measurements illustrated in Figure 

9 are from a normal control subject chewing fast, 

smooth and with low variability.  

The cycle time of 538 milliseconds is faster than 

the mean normal of 750 milliseconds.  

The Turning Point (TP), which is the end of 

opening and the beginning of closing, measures 

13.8 mm, which is close to the mean of 16 mm.  

The Terminal Chewing Position (TCP) of 0.1 mm 

is where the bolus is fully crushed and varies less 

than + 0.05 mm vertically and antero-posteriorly.  

The lateral width of the frontal ACP is very close 

to the mean normal value of 5.5 mm. Table 1. 

The opening and closing peak velocities both 

exceed the mean normal values (See Table 1 in 

the appendix).  

The opening and closing frontal angles are close 

to the low end of normal indicating a relatively 

flatter intercuspal relationship and the absence of 

occlusal interferences.  

The values of jerkiness are very low (a minimum 

value is 2.0 is for perfectly smooth chewing).  

 
Figure 9. The summary values from a normal subject 

chewing gum on the right side. All of these values can 

contribute something to an analysis 
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Typical Un-adapted Dysfunction 

The chewing measurements illustrated in Figures 

10 & 11 are from an un-adapted dysfunctional 

subject chewing slowly, with severe jerkiness and 

with high variability. 

The cycle time of 1484 milliseconds is twice the 

mean normal of 750 milliseconds. The variability 

is huge as indicated by the very large standard 

deviations for all of the times. See Table 1. 

The Turning Point (TP), which is the end of 

opening and the beginning of closing, measures 

13.5 mm, which is close to the mean of 16 mm 

and well within normal limits (the size is mainly 

determined by the size of the bolus).  

The Terminal Chewing Position (TCP) of 0.3 mm 

is the thickness of the gum after it has been fully 

crushed and varies 0.4 mm vertically. This shows 

a very tentative approach to chewing.  

The lateral width of the frontal ACP is only 3.0 

mm and indicates a restricted pattern that lacks 

the usual amount of lateral motion. 

The opening and closing peak velocities are both 

well below the mean normal values (See Table 1 

in the appendix).  

 
Figure 10. A poorly adapted dysfunctional case. The 

ACP patterns are highly distorted and the velocity is 

very low. This patient is struggling to masticate. 
 

The opening frontal angle is within the normal 

range, but the closing angle is much larger than 

normal indicating a relatively deep intercuspal 

relationship with likely occlusal interferences.  

The values of jerkiness are very high (a minimum 

value is 2.0 for perfectly smooth chewing), and 

there is a lot of variation from cycle to cycle.  

 
Figure 11. This summary from an un-adapted 

dysfunctional subject’s left gum chewing is 

dramatically different from mean normal (Compare to 

Table 1 in the appendix). 
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Well Adapted Functional Values 

The patient represented in Figures 12 and 13 was 

diagnosed by MRI with a chronic left TMJ disk 

displacement with reduction. The ability to adapt 

to dysfunction varies from patient to patient and 

cannot be assumed to happen in every case. This 

is an example of remarkably good adaptation not 

very often seen with internal derangements. The 

Summary of the numerical values in Figure 13 

reveals only some mild deviations from the ideal 

normal patterns. Consequently, this example of a 

dysfunctional subject may not even require any 

treatment of the internal derangement. For those 

few claiming that TMD is self-correcting, this is 

one example, but it is an exception, and certainly 

not the rule. This determination can only be made 

by measuring the patient’s masticatory function. 

 
Figure 12. This ACP is from a patient with a chronic 

left TMJ reducing disk displacement. The shapes of the 

patterns are approaching normal with only small 

deviations. 
 

The chewing measurements illustrated in Figure 

13 are from a well-adapted dysfunctional subject 

chewing less slowly, with less jerkiness and with 

less variability than the previous example. 

The cycle time of 799 milliseconds is within 

normal limits of the normal population mean of 

750 milliseconds. The variability is reduced for 

all of the times and also within normal limits. See 

Table 1 in the appendix for normal values. 

The Turning Point (TP), which is the end of 

opening and the beginning of closing, measures 

14.5 mm, which is close to the mean of 16 mm.  

The Terminal Chewing Position (TCP) of 0.2 mm 

is the thickness of the gum after it has been fully 

crushed and varies 0.1 mm vertically. This shows 

a significantly better chewing compared to the 

previous example, but not quite normal chewing.  

 
Figure 13. The summary of a patient with a left TMJ 

reducing displaced disk that is well adapted. Some of 

the values are within normal limits and others are 

close, but the motions are still jerky. 
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The lateral width of the frontal ACP is 4.0 mm 

and indicates a less restricted and less variable 

pattern that is closer to normal. 

The opening and closing peak velocities both are 

close to the mean normal values (See Table 1 in 

the appendix).  

The opening frontal angle is slightly below the 

normal range, but the closing angle is well within 

normal indicating a relatively average intercuspal 

relationship with any occlusal interferences being 

successfully avoided.  

The values of jerkiness are moderate (a minimum 

value is 2.0 for perfectly smooth chewing), as is 

the variation from cycle to cycle.  

Just looking at the ACP in the figure 12 some 

subtle differences can be missed, but the general 

impression is one of pretty good function. This 

level of evaluation is probably enough in most 

cases unless the patient has specific complaints. 

For those clinicians who relate better to numbers 

than to graphs, the summary and Table 1 can offer 

an alternative way to evaluate the quality of 

masticatory function.  

Muscle Function Patterns in Chewing 

 
Figure 14. Just the Raw EMG can be valuable enough 

to show the relative activity of each muscle 

qualitatively. However, the Raw EMG does not 

indicate anything about variability. 

More recently, it was also discovered that when 

the EMG activity is simultaneously recorded and 

averaged, an ideal distribution of muscle effort 

can be seen as well. Since the motion of the 

mandible is totally determined by the actions of 

the musculature, the pattern of muscle activity 

associated with normal function must be different 

from that associated with any type of dysfunction. 

The simplest view of the EMG activity is the Raw 

data displayed in time. Figure 14 is the Raw EMG 

of a normal control subject chewing gum on the 

left side. It shows enough difference between the 

muscle efforts to see that the working masseter is 

most active followed by the working temporalis. 

The non-working masseter is the least active.  

 
Figure 15. This superimposed view gives a pretty good 

qualitative indication of the variability. This normal 

subject is quite consistent. Each graph starts and ends 

at the beginning of opening (BOO). 

 

To measure the variability of the pattern it is 

necessary to average the activity of multiple 

cycles. It is also necessary to use an independent 

timing reference, which cannot just be one of the 

muscles. If one of the muscles is used as the 

reference, the variability of the reference muscle 

is transferred to the rest of the muscles. When the 

activity is recorded together with the movements, 

a timing reference can be from the movement and 

eliminate that problem. One method is to use the 

movements to establish the beginning of opening 
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(BOO) and the end of closure (EOC) to segment 

the sequence into individual cycles. The time 

between ECO and BOO is by default the time of 

occlusion or maximum bolus crush. This method 

creates three phases within each chewing cycle; 

1. The Opening Phase 

2. The Closing Phase 

3. The Occlusion Phase 

Each phase is characterized by averaging it using 

15 to 20 cycles of motion. This segmentation can 

be used to divide the EMG data into individual 

segments and average the muscle activity into an 

Average Chewing Cycle (ACC) activity pattern. 

The rectified average activities from all of the 

individual cycles are superimposed in a graph and 

shown in Figure 15, showing the consistency.  

The next level of analysis requires the averaging 

of these individual cycles into one mean pattern. 

That process also allows for the calculation of 

standard deviations (SD) of each muscle. The SD 

contributes a quantitative measure of a muscle’s 

variability. Figure 16 illustrates the normal 

hierarchical relationship between several muscles 

producing the closing and crushing movements. 

 
Figure 16. The averaged activity of the complete 

sequence provides a clear image of the relative effort 

of all muscles recorded. The hierarchical relationship 

between the muscles is revealed in this graph.  

 

The process of averaging the activity of several 

cycles of muscle function provides a quantitative 

indication of the variability as well. Note that all 

of the peak activities in this normal subject occur 

before the end of closure (EOC). Figure 17 is the 

summary of the ACC analysis. 

 
Figure 17. The summary of the calculations that 

characterize the muscle activity during function.  

 

EMG Diagnostic Parameters 

Mean Area: This is the area (integral) under the 

plotted graph for each muscle. It is analogous to 

the relative amount of effort each muscle is 

contributing to the process of mastication. Large 

numbers (in microvolt-seconds) mean a relatively 

large contribution to the effort. Since it includes 

both the contraction level and the length of time 

of the contraction, a stronger contraction with a 

shorter contraction time may involve less effort.  

SD Area: The standard deviation of the area is a 

measure of how much the effort is varying cycle 

to cycle (microvolt-seconds). 

CV (SD/Mean): the coefficient of variation is a 

relative measure of the variability with reference 

to the amount of effort (no units). Note the 

consistently low values across all of the muscles 

in this normal control example. 

Peak Amplitude: The peak amplitude provides 

an indication of the EMG activity level at the time 

when the highest force is being applied (V). A 

narrow high peak as in figure 16 indicates an 

efficient chewing activity. 
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SD Peak Amplitude: The standard deviation of 

the peak amplitude indicates the variability of the 

level of the muscle’s activity associated with the 

time of the maximum applied force (V).  

Time to Peak Amplitude: The time from the 

beginning of opening (BOO) to a peak amplitude 

(milliseconds). 

Time to 50 % of Peak Amplitude: The time 

from the beginning of opening (BOO) to 50 % of 

the peak amplitude (milliseconds). 

Peak to Occlusion Time: The time from the peak 

to the end of closure (EOC) or the beginning of 

the occlusion time (milliseconds). All positive 

numbers mean all peaks occurs before the EOC. 

If this number is negative the peak occurs after 

the end of closure, which occurs in dysfunction. 

Silent Periods: Not shown in figure 17 because 

there are none, this parameter counts the number 

of exteroceptive suppressions (Silent Periods) 

that occur as the result of teeth contacting during 

the chewing sequence. Silent Periods during gum 

chewing are a “red flag” for the presence of 

unavoidable occlusal interferences. 

When a patient is dysfunctional the pattern of 

muscle activity during mastication cannot be 

normal. Since it is only the muscles that move the 

mandible, a dysfunctional motion must be caused 

by dysfunctional muscle activity. However, it is 

not unusual to observe normal or nearly normal 

masticatory chewing motions in the presence of 

non-normal muscle activity. These are the Class I 

normal-appearing patients with headaches and 

various pains that are not associated with any 

obvious specific cause. It is critical to understand 

that what looks good does not always function as 

good as it looks. 

The Appearance of Dysfunction 

The poorly adapted dysfunctional patient is easy 

to detect. Aside from the reported pains, a history 

of complaints and restricted functions, the mean 

pattern of movement is usually quite distorted.  

 
Figure 18. A poorly adapted dysfunctional patient that 

produces a very distorted ACP. Even before viewing 

the ACC, one can expect that there must be significant 

abnormal muscle function in this case. 

 

Some have claimed that kinematics cannot be 

useful in evaluating TMD (Costantinides et al, 

2018; Mohl & Crow, 1993; Mohl, McCall, Jr, 

Lund & Plesh, 1990), but these are all so-called 

“reviews of the literature” where the authors have 

picked out just the papers that support their pre-

conceived negative theories. When comparing to 

MRI these authors forgot that MRI has been 

shown to be only approximately 70 % accurate in 

determining the correct diagnosis of internal 

derangements when subjectively read by multiple 

clinicians (Nebbe et al, 1998; Widmalm, Brooks, 

Sano, Upton & McKay, 2006). In no published 

study has anyone properly demonstrated that jaw 

tracking lacks a relation to internal derangements. 

Contrast these above opinions with the dozens of 

actual studies that have demonstrated the efficacy 

of these devices. One group who claim to have 

tested jaw tracking and EMG have mistakenly 

assumed that the RDC/TMD is a valid method to 

diagnose TMD (Manfredini et al, 2011), which it 

is not. And how can MRI be used to evaluate the 

quality of masticatory function or any aspect of 

it? It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to look at 

Figure 18 and see a huge difference between a 

normal population and this patient’s function. So, 

now that we already know that this patient is very 
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dysfunctional. A quick look at the EMG data in 

figure 19 can only confirm this. 

 
Figure 19. The superimposed view of the activity of the 

masseter, temporalis and the suprahyoid muscles 

shows a very poor pattern with minimal strength and 

low consistency. This is quite typical of patients with 

severe masticatory dysfunction.  

 

After calculating the ACC for this patient, it is 

even more clear that dysfunction is present. See 

Figure 20. The ACC shows that a very low level 

of activity is present, not enough to effectively 

chew the bolus. It is also clear that any indication 

of a normal pattern of activity is entirely absent.  

 
Figure 20. ACC of the patient chewing gum on the left 

side. Low activity and late peaking of most of the 

activity. Compare this with figure 16. It is difficult to 

guess which side is the chewing side as the suprahyoid 

muscles are the most active. 

 

The ACP Summary also shows this patient as 

chewing slow, small and with high variability. 

 
Figure 21. The summary ACP from this patient 

provides quantitative indications of the functional 

disturbance and its effects. The values with arrows are 

obviously dysfunctional.  

 

The ACC gives the best visual indication of how 

the musculature is functioning. The Summary of 

the ACC gives quantitative security to all of the 

variables involved.  
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Figure 22. The numerical values of the ACC in the 

summary of this dysfunctional patient. Note that the 

two muscles that are expected to have the least activity 

actually are the most active (the opening muscles). 

 

Considering the variables in Figure 22; 

Mean Area; The surprising fact in this variable 

is that the left suprahyoid area is by far the most 

active. The real problem though is the lack of 

activity in the rest of the musculature.  

SD Area; All of the SDs are high relative to the 

mean area. 

Coefficients of Variation; These are all high due 

to low mean area and high SDs. 

Peak Amplitude; The peak amplitudes are only 

about 9 to 18 % of normal except for the left 

suprahyoid area compared to Figure 17. 

SD of Peak Amplitude; Most of these are very 

high and four are higher than their respective 

means (extreme variability).  

Time to Peak Amplitude; The times are very 

long indicating the peaks occur after the EOC.  

Time to 50 % of Peak; For the right suprahyoid 

and the right Temporalis the onset of opening is 

already above 50 % of peak.  

Peak to Occlusion; All of the muscles except the 

right suprahyoid muscles peak after the EOC.  

The delay in the peak of the muscle activity is an 

indication of tentativeness in the chewing. The 

patient unconsciously awaits until the mandible 

has arrived into the intercuspal position before 

applying maximum force due to uncertainty and 

a lack of confidence. This situation is also often 

accompanied by low muscle activity and a high 

degree of variability. If the SD of the peak muscle 

activity exceeds the mean of the peak activity that 

constitutes extremely high variation.  

Those Well Adapted to Dysfunction 

This patient has permanently displaced disks but 

has adapted pretty well to the condition. This 

motion pattern ACP is close to the shapes of the 

mean normal pattern and velocity, just a bit 

smaller and slower. See Figure 23. 

 
Figure 23. This ACP follows the shapes of the mean 

patterns closely except for the horizontal. The sizes of 

the patterns are on the small side of normal, but mostly 

within normal (+/- 2 SD) limits.  

 

A patient with bilateral displaced disks and quiet, 

good-functioning TMJs can function rather well 

with successful adaption. Good adaptation may 

require years to complete and may occur as late 

as middle age. This female patient was only 27 

years old at the time of these recordings, implying 

she probably experienced the bilateral internal 

derangements at an unusually early age. 
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Figure 24. The summary of the ACP shows values that 

are mostly within normal limits. The red arrows 

indicate values that are marginal or slightly above or 

below the expected range. See Table 1.  

 

The rather subtle differences between this well 

adapted dysfunctional patient include; a) the 

lateral Turning Point is a bit more variable, b) the 

opening and closing velocities are a little low, and 

c) the opening angle is a little flat and the closing 

angle is somewhat steeper than normal. Flat 

suggests wear of the teeth, but overly steep 

suggests occlusal interferences. A more obvious 

and consistent parameter of the well adapted but 

dysfunctional patient is increased jerkiness. See 

Figure 24. Values greater than about 3.5 indicate 

some struggling during chewing. Sometimes a 

increased jerkiness is the only parameter that 

stands out as abnormal in the ACP. That is why 

we need to also review the muscle function, 

This ACC has many normal features; 1) the peaks 

are high, 2) the peaks are short, 3) all of the peaks 

occur before the end of closure (EOC) and 4) the 

mean cycle time is close to the mean of normal 

(764 milliseconds). Only the hierarchy of the 

non-working muscles are abnormal. Figure 25. 

 
Figure 25. While the working-side masseter is the most 

active, the non-working side masseter is the number 2 

instead of number 4 and the non-working temporalis 

exceeds the working temporalis. This is a type of 

compensation often seen adapting to dysfunction. 

 

The superimposed view shows that the amount of 

variation in each muscle is not too great. That 

suggests the patient has found a single pattern that 

is close to the mean normal and works well for 

mastication in spite of the bilateral displaced 

disks within the TMJs. See Figure 26.  

 
Figure 26. This superimposed view of the cycles shows 

fairly good consistency for all of the muscles.  
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The Summary of the ACC indicates the specific 

parameters that are mildly abnormal.  

 
Figure 27. There are some differences in the ACC 

compared to the mean normal values. The red arrows 

point to those that deviate, mainly that the non-working 

side muscles are overactive. 

 

Looking at the Mean Area in Figure 27 it is clear 

that there are some differences; 1) both the non-

working masseter and also the non-working 

temporalis are over-working compared to the 

mean normal pattern of activity, 2) with the CV 

values > 0.3 the variability is a bit excessive, 3) 

the peak amplitudes are high, but far too strong 

on the non-working side and 4) there are 2 Silent 

Periods (SP) occurring within this gum-chewing 

sequence. It is normal to produce on average 1 SP 

in 30 cycles, but in this patient the rate is 4X that. 

In general, a well-adapted patient functions well 

without treatment. In this case the TMJs are 

working well untreated, but the presence of Silent 

Periods is an indication of unavoidable occlusal 

interferences. Therefore, it would be worthwhile 

to evaluate her occlusion for possible adjustment. 

The T-Scan would be an appropriate instrument 

to use to find the offending areas.  

The Role of Adaptation 

When there are interferences in the occlusion or a 

structural deformity is present, the system will 

attempt to adapt to it (Ingervall & Thilander, 

1975); Shiau & Syu, 1995; Andrade Ada, Gavião, 

Gameiro & De Rossi, 2010). The relative success 

of an adaptation is highly variable and ultimately 

the degree of successful adaptation determines 

whether the condition ultimately produces overt 

symptoms. Successful adaptation is more likely 

to occur during development, since the process of 

development is more plastic than the situation in 

adulthood.  

In contrast, the earliest attempt at a correction 

usually gives the greatest chance of achieving 

normality. This has been recommended and also 

demonstrated with early interceptive orthodontics 

(Gennari, Guastalla, Fiamminghi & Aversa, 

1978; Graber, 1979). Early correction can allow 

for a more normal development. However, the 

treatment of an adult abnormality that is very 

well-adapted may sometimes be contraindicated.  

Why Only Reversable Treatments? 

Starting from the late 1970s and continuing on 

ever since, a mantra has flourished claiming that 

occlusion (good or bad) is not important and that 

it is not relevant to pain or dysfunction. This 

mantra has evolved from the original publication 

claiming that myofascial pain is a stress-response 

and does not result from a physical condition 

(Laskin, 1969). He originally labelled TMD as 

myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome (MPDS).  

This myth has led to the elimination of teaching 

occlusion in many U. S. dental schools. It seems 

to be related to a desire by many to embrace a 

one-size-fits-all, both for diagnosis and for 

treatment. If all TMD are precipitated and 

perpetuated only due to stress, anxiety, 

depression followed by the development of 

somatization, then diagnosis is very easy; all 

orofacial pain = TMD. If there were only one 

diagnosis (TMD), then there would be no need for 

a more comprehensive patient evaluation and a 

single treatment, such as Cognitive Behavioral 

Therapy, could be indicated for all TMD.  

It is true that psychological factors have some 

important side effects on patients with various 
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TMD conditions, but there is not even a single 

dental literature study demonstrating a successful 

psychological treatment for TMD(s) of any kind. 

Typical of this line of thinking is one author who 

titles his TMD opinions; “The etiology of TMD: 

implications for treatment” and then claims; 

“Therefore, what we really have at the 

individual TMD patient level is nearly always an 

idiopathic situation--we simply do not know 

enough, or cannot measure enough, or cannot 

precisely determine why each patient has a TMD. 

In addition, we do not understand the host 

resistance factors that ultimately determine why 

one person gets sick while another does not.” 

(Greene, 2001). This is pure fallacy. 

In stark contrast, many published peer-reviewed 

studies using physical treatments have reported 

good success in treating TMD (Uppgaard, 1992; 

Carano, Leone & Carano, 2001; Sundqvist, 

Magnusson & Wenneberg, 2003; Di Paolo, Panti, 

Crocitto & De Luca, 2004; Limchaichana, 

Nilsson, Petersson & Ekberg, 2009; Cooper, 

ICCMO, 2011; Simmons, III, 2014). In a double-

blind trial comparing an occlusal splint to a 

placebo appliance for the treatment of TMD, the 

splint was 89% successful, significantly more so 

than the placebo at only 22% (Zhang, Wang, 

Dong, Zhang & Lü, 2013). Placebo effects have 

been well documented and a 22 % response is 

typical. However, it has also been shown that the 

placebo effects are fleeting and not a permanent 

solution to a real disease. How could they be? 

It seems that reversable treatments are ideal in the 

case where both the condition and its cause are 

not understood. If a condition is truly idiopathic, 

then a reversable treatment is appropriate as it is 

being selected by guess, not because a precise 

accurate diagnosis has been made. It has the one 

advantage that when it is ineffective it can usually 

be withdrawn. On the other hand, if a precise 

diagnosis is made, it makes more sense to apply a 

specific treatment that is most likely to correct the 

underlying problem. The key to every successful 

treatment is finding a correct diagnosis first. 

Some Factors Limiting Mastication 

This is a discussion of general concepts and no 

specific treatment is suggested for any particular 

condition. This is only a listing of some of the 

factors that can alter mastication in a negative 

way. 

Probably the most obvious to all is missing teeth, 

especially the molars and premolars. The incisors 

are used for incising and are very important for 

speech, but for chewing, the posterior teeth are 

the most important (Nakamura, Baba, Minami, 

Okano & Ohyama, 2004). Removable dentures 

are crutches and limit mastication very much. 

Anything that is done to stabilize the dentures 

will improve the mastication (Hayakawa, Hirano, 

Takahashi & Keh, 2000). While implants can 

greatly improve mastication, they do not always 

function just the same as the natural dentition, but 

they can provide a substantial improvement.  

Crossbites can be limiting during development, 

especially unilateral ones, but some patients do 

adapt to them rather well (Tomonari, Ikemori, 

Kubota, Uehara & Miyawaki, 2014). A well-

adapted crossbite in adulthood is not by itself any 

reason for treatment. It should be noted that 

posterior prosthetic restorations on the ipsilateral 

side need to fit in with the reversed mastication 

ACP patterns that are associated with crossbites.  

Hyper-contact of second (or third) molars is not 

uncommon and can alter the mastication patterns 

to the disadvantage of the patient. Any loss of 

condylar height or an internal derangement of the 

TMJ can create this situation. Evaluation of the 

TMJ is indicated before any definitive correction 

of the occlusion is attempted, since some TMJ 

conditions are progressive in nature. An unstable 

maxillo-mandibular relationship due to TMJ 

degeneration can produce a nightmare for the 

fixed restorative clinician. (Although many 

prosthodontists and journeyman general dentists 

have certainly encountered this situation in 

practice, I could not find one published study 

describing it!) It is not common to describe our 

nightmares. 

A malocclusion of the natural dentition can take 

many forms, from individual teeth that are out of 
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alignment to whole arches misaligned. If just the 

teeth are crooked, a simple orthodontic approach 

to straightening may suffice. If the form of the 

arch is distorted some additional correction often 

may be needed. 

Arch misalignment occurs, but not just in the 

antero-posterior dimension (e.g. Class I, Class II 

and Class III). In fact, Angle’s Classes are not 

often closely correlated to TMD or masticatory 

dysfunction (Dworkin, Huggins, LeResche, Von 

Korff, Howard, Truelove, Sommers, 1990; Kahn, 

Tallents, Katzberg, Ross & Murphy, 1999; 

Gavião, Lemos, Serra, Gambareli & Dos Santos, 

2006; Lauriti, Motta, Silva, et al. (2013), except 

that the prevalence in children with class II may 

be a bit higher (Sonnesen, Bakke & Solow, 1998). 

However, there are other aspects of occlusion that 

are definitely correlated with the presence of 

TMD in whole population studies (Diernberger, 

Bernhardt, Schwahn & Kordass, 2008) as well as 

occlusal factors such as missing teeth and other 

abnormal alterations of the masticatory structures 

(Nguyen, Jagomägi, Nguyen, Saag & Voog-Oras, 

2017; Nguyen, Saag, Voog-Oras, Nguyen & 

Jagomägi, 2018). The simple fact that occlusal 

appliances are overwhelming the first choice of 

most non-surgical and surgical TMD treatment 

providers suggests that physical treatments for 

muscle symptoms as well as for joint symptoms 

are successful (Ekberg & Nilner, 2002; Nilner, 

Ekberg, Doepel, Andersson, Selovuo & Le Bell, 

2008; Mortazavi, Motamedi, Navi, et al, 2010). 

There are six degrees of freedom in the motion of 

the mandible (vertical, antero-posterior, lateral, 

roll, pitch and yaw) as it moves relative to the 

maxilla. Any one of these 6 degrees or more than 

one degree can be altered in a way that negatively 

affects masticatory function. Thus, it requires the 

diagnostician to evaluate this relationship 3-

dimensionally. In fact, it has been my observation 

that rarely is a symptomatic patient’s maxillo-

mandibular relationship distortion determined by 

only one dimension. 

Dysfunction of the TMJ has a variable negative 

impact on the mastication capability depending 

mainly on the degree of adaptation. Very good 

adaptation mitigates the effects of an internal 

derangement to large extent. Poor adaptation 

dramatically reduces the quality of the resultant 

mastication. Consequently, poor mastication in 

the presence of documented TMJ dysfunction is 

good evidence for less than successful adaptation.  

Degenerative TMJ conditions are usually more 

problematic due to their instability. Some have 

advocated evaluating the TMJ first, because if 

there is a joint instability, it is not possible to 

stabilize the occlusion or permanently correct it.  

Too summarize, a symptomatic TMD patient can 

have any one or more of the wide variety of 

malocclusions, a TMJ dysfunctional condition, a 

maxillo-mandibular mal-relationship or more 

often some combination of these. It is also true 

that an overtly asymptomatic patient can also 

have a reduced ability to masticate. However, 

since masticatory function is not valued by the 

dental profession, it will most often not even be 

detected.  

The importance of good function 

Historically, the ability to masticate well has been 

undervalued by all. Dentistry has been considered 

more cosmetic than a life supporting/sustaining 

profession. A big bright smile overshadows the 

ability to chew properly in most cases. The fact 

that the masticatory system is the beginning of the 

gastro-intestinal system is overlooked. The value 

of good mastication in preparing food for 

efficient digestion is just not considered. These 

are areas where dentistry could interact far more 

with medicine in the future.  

Age as a Factor in Masticatory Function 

Age has been considered as having an effect on 

mastication capability (Palinkas et al, 2013). It 

has always been a requirement of reporting to 

match the ages of the control group to those of the 

experimental group. However, it is just as likely 

that older patients have simply experienced more 

trauma, loss of teeth, broken teeth, occlusal wear 

and these combined effects are responsible for the 
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gradual masticatory deterioration as one ages 

(Peyron, Woda, Bourdiol & Hennequin, 2017). 

An old person without the deleterious changes to 

the system may function as well as or better than 

a young person. Since that is true, it is very 

important to be selective about the quality of 

function of the members of a control group, in 

addition to just the matching of ages.  

Just because a subject is not complaining of pain 

or dysfunction it cannot be safely assumed that 

their masticatory function is “normal” enough. 

Some highly dysfunctional subjects do not report 

pain or understand that they are dysfunctional. 

One of the limitations of anamnestic approaches 

to selecting a control group is that a subject has 

no reference to what is normal. A subject may 

detect certain specific characteristics like food 

too often being caught between the teeth, noises 

in their TMJs, their muscles getting tired when 

they chew tough food, but few will be able to be 

accurately confident of good function or correctly 

describe their dysfunctions. Without some type of 

objective testing it is guesswork. 

Groups matched only by age and gender 

When experimental groups are matched only by 

age, gender and then labelled as “TMD” or 

“symptomatic,” the conditions can be different 

functionally within each group. If one claims to 

compare different treatments in such groups, it is 

necessary to evaluate carefully the types of 

dysfunctions to determine the appropriateness of 

each treatment. If “TMD” patients are randomly 

assigned to treatments without adequately 

determining whether they are appropriate, a 

random result should be expected. The 

assumption that any single treatment can be used 

to correct all TMD is a fantasy.  
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End Notes 

1. E.g. A JT-3D tracker of incisor-point 

motion and a BioEMG III EMG 

amplifier to record masseter and 

temporalis muscle activity together for 

just 25 seconds each recording.  

2. Several areas of the mammalian brain 

(cortex, amygdala, reticular formation, 

hypothalamus, globus pallidus, etc.) have 

been identified as being involved with 

the process of mastication (Kawamura, 

1964). This makes the prospect of a 

central pattern generator rather unlikely. 

The additional fact that 7 of the 12 cranial 

nerves participate in the process of 

mastication makes it even less likely that 

a single entity in the brain is somehow 

directing the process. The reality is that 

continuously changing chewing move-

ments and muscle activity patterns are 

created as needed to masticate the current 

bolus. This requires feedback from a host 

of sensory elements as well as knowledge 

from past memorized events to adjust the 

activity correctly for the next required 

closure. It is clear that mastication is a 

learned activity and that new learning is 

required for adaptation as the system 

continues to change over time. 

3. The scaling is done only with respect to 

the vertical channel but applied to the 

lateral and antero-posterior channels too. 

This method works well to match shapes 

rather than sizes.  
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Appendix: Masticatory Movement Analysis: Three most Significant Aspects 

1. Average Chewing Pattern (ACP) includes: 
o Shape of the Chewing Pattern:  Pattern is Distorted by Dysfunction 

o Size of the Chewing Pattern:  Size is Reduced by Dysfunction 

o Velocity of the Chewing Pattern: Velocity is Reduced by Dysfunction 

o Timing of the Chewing Pattern:  Timing is Delayed by Dysfunction 

o Variability of the Chewing Pattern: Variability is Increased by Dysfunction 

 

 
Figure 1.  The Normal ACP (black) and an asymptomatic subject: Fast, Smooth, ~ 45o Frontal Angles with limited 

Variability.  Faster peak closing velocity than peak opening velocity. 

 
 

Fast, smooth movements 

with low variability can be 

seen in ACP Summaries.  
 

Opening = 150 – 310 msec. 
 

Closing = 140 – 310 msec. 
 

Occlusal = 140 – 280 msec. 
 

Max Vert. = 10 – 22 mm 
 

Frontal Opening ~ 45-85o 
 

Frontal Closing ~ 45-60o 
 

Mean Open Vel ~ 77 mm/s 
 

Mean Close Vel ~ 89 mm/s 
 

Max Open Vel ~ 109 mm/s 

 

Max Close Vel ~ 121 mm/s 

 

 

Figure 2.  APC Summaries (L & R) from a Normal Control Subject. Note that all 

of the timing SD values are less than 50 milliseconds in duration. 
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The “normal values” (above) are based on averaging the data from a large number of asymptomatic 

subjects, none of whom are perfect. The averaged data cancels the small deviations from normal because 

they are randomly distributed (above and below normal). 

 

Dysfunctional ACP: Slow, Small Distorted Pattern, Tight or Wide Angles and too much Variability. 

 

 

Figure 3. Looking at a dysfunctional example, the patterns are distorted compared to the normal ACP (black lines). 

The vertical dimension and the velocities of both opening and closing are reduced, the angles narrow right, wide left.  
 

 

Fast, smooth movements with low variability are present in normal ACP Summaries, but not in 

this patient. 
 

Opening = 325 – 350 msec. 
 

Closing = 396 – 429 msec. 
 

Occlusal = 388 – 389 msec. 
 

Max Vert = 10 – 12.5 mm 
 

Frontal Opening ~ 61-88o 
 

Frontal Closing ~ 37-62o 
 

Ave Op Vel ~ 32-40 mm/s 
 

Ave Cl Vel ~ 32-36 mm/s 
 

Max Op Vel ~ 40-52 mm/s 
 

Max Cl Vel ~ 43-51 mm/s 

   

  
Most of the standard deviations are large, especially in the timing of the dysfunctional patterns, which 

means the variability is excessive. This fact becomes visually obvious when viewing any X – Y graph of 

the raw movement data (see below). Just the fact that the trace looks “messy” and less consistent is an 

indication of excess variability. The added variability results from the patient attempting to adapt to a less 

than ideal occlusion and/or maxillo-mandibular relationship. If the patient is successful in adapting, the 

   Figure 4. APC Summaries (R & L) from a Dysfunctional Subject. 

Note that most of the timing SDs are greater than 50 milliseconds 

and that the values for right and left chewing are equally bad. 

  

Figure 4. The dysfunctional summary shows slow, small and variable values. 
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overall timing improves even with a distorted ACP. With poor adaptation the ACP is small, slow (poorly 

adapted) and highly variable. 
 

X – Y Graphs of the Raw Movement Data (A Control Subject Vs Dysfunctional example) 
 

 

Figure 5. The raw movement data shows an abnormally complicated pattern in the X – Y graphs of the dysfunctional 

patient compared to a normal control subject. This is due to the greater variability of the patterns. The velocity pattern 

also shows a much lower speed in chewing when dysfunction is present. A squished velocity pattern = slow.  
 

 
 

The ideal chewing movement is a smooth ellipsoid pattern in the frontal and horizontal plane views (left 

pane in figure 5).  Although no two chewing cycles are identical, there is a significant degree of consistency 

to the shape. The velocity is also relatively consistent and without any slow-ups occurring during opening 

or closing. The peak closing velocity is typically a little faster than the peak opening velocity when the 

complete system is working together well. 
 

In contrast to the most ideal pattern, a 

dysfunctional pattern is far less consistent 

and includes specific differences indicating 

problems. A dramatic change in direction 

and velocity during opening is usually 

present with a reducing displaced disk 

(DDR) or (Piper 4a) in the contralateral TMJ 

(e.g. in figure 5, left TMJ DDR with right-

sided chewing). In Figure 6, a right TMJ DD 

with left-sided gum chewing, a displaced 

disk without reduction (DD or Piper 4b) 

contralateral to the chewing side distorts the 

pattern by bending it towards the affected 

side and reducing the vertical size of the 

pattern. A slow-up during closing is likely 

due to occlusal interferences or a poor 

alignment of the mandible to the maxilla 

subsequently contributing to the deviated 

closing pathway. 

 

Figure 6. Left Chewing with Right DD 
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The Mastication ACP of Normal Subjects Vs Dysfunctional TMJ Patients 

 

 
Table 1. A comparison of 20 (normal) asymptomatic control subjects and 28 patients with TMJ internal derangements, 

both chewing gum on the left and the right sides. The biggest differences are that the dysfunctional patients chew slower, 

with a smaller pattern and with greater variability 
 

The Effects of Malocclusion on the Chewing Pattern 

With a malocclusion such as you 

would have with extreme wear from 

bruxism, the intercuspal position is 

essentially missing. That creates a 

quandary for mastication as far as 

where to bite down. With a normal 

occlusion the intercuspal position is 

very precisely defined so the CNS 

“knows” where to go to chew.  

However, when centric occlusion is 

wiped out, that critical information 

is missing. The process of chewing 

becomes a continuous hunting 

expedition and the raw chewing 

pattern can look like utter chaos, 

especially when it is viewed in the 

horizontal plane. In contrast the 

normal patterns are smooth and far 

more consistent in shape. (See Fig.7) 

This is a strong argument opposing 

the use and efficacy of a flat-plane 

appliance such as the Michigan 

splint or zero-degree denture teeth.  

 

Figure 7.  Horizontal and Velocity raw views of malocclusion patient (left 

panes) and normal occlusion subject (right panes). Note the disorganized 

horizontal view and the very slow closing velocity. 
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2. Sample Average Chewing Cycle (ACC) of the Muscles Includes: 
 

o A Normal Activity Effort Level Exists: W-Mm, W-Ta, NW-Ta, NW-Mm* 

o Mean Area/Cycle (Overall Activity): Increased by Malocclusion or I. D.* 

o Peak Amplitude (Working Mm): Decreased by Malocclusion or I. D. 

o Std Activity Distribution (Ta Vs Mm): Altered by Maxillo-mandibular Mal-relation 

o Variability of Muscle Pattern:  Increased with Muscle Dysfunction 
 

 
* W = Working Side; NW = Non-Working Side; I. D. = Internal Derangement of TMJ  

 

Figure 8. A “Normal Control” Average Chewing Cycle (ACC) and Superimposed View of chewing muscle activity 

showing the hierarchy of effort levels: Highest (1) = W-Mm, 2nd highest (2) = W-Ta, 3rd highest (3) = NW-Ta and 

lowest (4) = NW-Mm with low variability in all muscles (not ideal, but good enough). 

 

The ACC is the rectified averaged activity of each muscle from one complete chewing sequence of 15 to 

20 cycles and shows the patient’s characteristic hierarchy of the activity – from most active to least active 

muscle. In the superimposed view the consistency of the activity is visually depicted. 
 

ACC and Superimposed View of mildly Dysfunctional Subject: 
 

 
Figure 9. In a mildly dysfunctional subject one or more muscles perform out of the usual order (here the non-working 

temporalis and non-working masseter) and the overall variability of each muscle is increased. The working temporalis 

is slightly under preforming, but more significantly, the non-working side is working far beyond the normal level, 

which means it is overworking. This mild level of dysfunction is seen in well adapted TMD patients. 
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In the dysfunctional subject the hierarchy of the muscle activity is the first change to occur. In the above 

sample the non-working masseter and temporalis activity exceeds that of the working temporalis. The 

variability has increased, but only to a limited extent. The overall strength of contraction is still within 

normal limits. In this next example some additional effort is required by the non-working side muscles to 

adapt or accommodate to a less than ideal situation. This is an example of a more serious dysfunction. The 

patient is able to function and may not even perceive that a problem exists, but it is clear that the muscle 

function is far less than ideal, weak contractions, delayed peaking to after End of Closure, high variability.  

 

ACC and Superimposed View of severely Dysfunctional Subject: 
 

 
Figure 10.  In the severely dysfunctional subject the order of the muscles can be completely altered (all but the working 

masseter above) and the variability dramatically increased. 

 

Muscular dysfunction does not occur by itself or without initiation. It accompanies every type of joint 

dysfunction, occlusal interference, occlusal breakdown, skeletal misalignment problem, etc. Eliminating or 

correcting TMJ internal derangements, establishing an interference-free occlusion, and/or creating a 

muscle-compatible maxillo-mandibular relationship can each contribute towards restoring good muscular 

function. When muscles are weakened by disuse or natural aging they become less able to compensate for 

bio-mechanical problems and more susceptible to becoming dysfunctional. Eliminating the bio-mechanical 

problems will allow a more normal muscle function to return. 
 

Masticatory muscles are skeletal muscles and have an innate need for exercise to maintain good health. 

Anything that inhibits the normal usage of a masticatory muscle will result in weakening that muscle. Thus, 

exercise as simple as gum-chewing can potentially strengthen and thereby benefit the masticatory 

musculature. However, if a patient reports muscle fatigue while chewing gum, that is an indication of an 

inefficient or dysfunctional chewing pattern and a red flag for the presence of some type of masticatory 

inhibition usually from a bio-mechanical deficiency. 
 

It may seem counter-intuitive, but dysfunction actually makes the muscles work harder. The extra effort 

needed from some muscles is used; a) to find an alternative pathway of closure that works with an internal 

derangement of the TMJ, b) to avoid noxious occlusal interferences, c) to compensate for a mal-alignment 

of the mandible to the maxilla in centric occlusion or d) to crush food with less than adequate occlusal 

surfaces. Although the peak muscle activity may increase in some cases after occlusal correction, the overall 

amount of effort is reduced because the patient is able to chew the bolus significantly faster and with fewer 

chewing strokes, more efficiently. 

 

 
3.  Silent Periods (SP) During Gum Chewing (Exteroceptive Suppression) 
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o A Silent Period is Produced by a Nociceptive (protective) Monosynaptic Reflex 

o A Silent Period Occurring During Gum Chewing Indicates Unavoidable Tooth Contact(s) 

o A Silent Period Can Occur During Closing or the Beginning of Opening 

o Silent Periods During Chewing May be Reduced Significantly by ICAGD 

 

Exteroceptive Suppression (Silent Period) 

The Silent Period in the elevator muscles of the 

masticatory system is a nociceptive, monosynaptic 

and protective reflex that suppresses elevator 

activity locally without any input from the central 

nervous system (CNS). It is triggered when teeth 

contact with sufficient energy to stimulate the 

periodontal fibers. It can occur as the result of a 

premature contact during closure or during opening. 

The tooth contact can occur on the working or on the 

non-working side, but the effect of a strong contact 

is bilateral. A very weak contact can produce more 

of a unilateral response as seen in the earlier part of 

the sample shown in Figure 11. 

An occasional silent period, occurring no more often 

than in 3 % of the time, is considered to be within 

normal limits (e.g. < 1 out of 30 bursts). 

Continuously Repetitive Silent Periods              

 
Figure 12. Unavoidable Occlusal Interferences (UOI) are visible as a continuous stream of silent periods occurring 

within each burst of a 15 cycles gum-chewing sequence. The tooth or implant involved will usually lose boney support 

and may become painful and/or exhibit fremitus.  
 

The most reliable way to detect UOI is by recording the EMG of Gum-chewing and looking for silent 

periods, because their presence is irrefutable evidence of tooth contact. A complete absence of silent periods 

does not mean that patient has no occlusal interferences. It only means that any interferences present are 

avoidable. Most human dentitions are not perfect and most are less than ideal, but if the patient can adapt 

and function without any problems, any interferences are less consequential. A very reliable way to 

determine if an occlusion has been corrected is by repeating the gum-chewing sequence. 

4.  Three Categories of Masticatory Function 

 

Figure 11. Silent periods generated during the chewing 

of gum. The strong SP occurs late in the chewing burst 

suggesting a strong opening contact before the elevators 

relax. The weak SP may occur during closure. 
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Masticatory function can be categorized into three types; 1) Normal-Normal with a normal movement 

pattern and normal muscle function, 2) Normal-Abnormal with a normal movement pattern and abnormal 

muscle function and 3) Abnormal-Abnormal with an abnormal movement pattern and abnormal muscle 

function. There is no fourth category of an abnormal movement pattern, but with normal muscle function. 

Recording the masticatory movements alone can identify the third category but cannot differentiate between 

category 1 (perfectly healthy) and category 2 (well adapted). Of course, all categories are artificial and 

some patients will fall onto the cracks between categories since masticatory function is a continuum.  
 

 
Figure 13. A very Normal-Normal case (close to the mean normal patterns) with the expected hierarchy of muscle 

contraction, the normal movement pattern and limited variation of both the movement and the muscle contractions. 

 

The Normal-Normal case is the least frequently seen condition. It is the closest to ideal and it requires an 

ideal status of the occlusion, the maxillo-mandibular relationship, the temporomandibular joints and all of 

the neuromuscular components. Any pain symptoms associated with a type 1 masticatory status could be 

related to regular dental conditions (abscessed or cracked tooth, etc.) or a medical condition requiring an 

appropriate medical referral when symptoms are present. 

 
Figure 14. A Normal-Abnormal case with a normal movement pattern and an abnormal muscle pattern.  This is not a 

symptomatic case, although in this category, sometimes TMD symptoms are present. The difference between whether 

symptoms are present or not is related to the tolerance and adaptability of the patient. The very adaptive patient has 

no symptoms, but the less adaptive patient may be symptomatic in the same condition. 
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The type 2 masticatory category is a muscle-adapted condition. If adaptation is completely successful the 

patient will be asymptomatic. If the adaptation is insufficient, some symptoms will be present. To reduce 

muscle symptoms, changes in the bio-mechanical situation can be made such as; occlusal adjustment if 

silent periods are present or the disclusion times are long, orthotic repositioning to improve TMJ function 

or rehabilitation of the dentition when clearly needed. Muscle function improves when the environment 

within which the muscles are functioning is improved. 

 
Figure 15. In this type 3 patient the movement is obviously distorted and in reverse sequence (reverse sequence is 

when the opening and closing paths are the reverse of normal and typically indicates some form of posterior crossbite).  

In this patient muscle function is almost completely dependent upon the working masseter (1). If one considers the 

normal speed of the cycles, it is apparent that this patient has been able to adapt remarkably well to a very adverse 

bio-mechanical situation. 

 

The type 3 patient is not always symptomatic, although many symptomatic patients are type 3. The 

determining factor is again the adaptability of the patient. A very adaptable patient, even with numerous 

signs of dysfunction, can have a miserable type 3 condition and remain technically “asymptomatic.” 

 
Figure 16.  A patient with a left DD chewing on the right side shows a highly distorted pattern of movement and a 

non-normal pattern of muscle activity. The velocity is close to normal indicating good adaptation, but the variability 

is increased compared to normal function. The NW masseter is overworking, but the function is within normal limits. 

 

There are many different conditions that can lead to a type 3 masticatory status. Malocclusion, a maxillo-

mandibular mal-relationship and TMJ dysfunction are all common.  Malocclusion can take several forms:  

1. A simple lateral interference(s) can slow down the mastication process and require extra effort. It 

can be identified using the T-Scan in the disclusion time reduction mode. This type of malocclusion 

can be corrected with precise occlusal adjustment.  
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2. Crossbite can be anywhere from one tooth anteriorly to the complete bilateral misalignment of the 

arches posteriorly. Patients tend to adapt to crossbite readily if it is developmental.  They learn 

quickly how to reverse the normal movement pattern and may be able to masticate reasonably well. 

Crossbites generally require orthodontic correction, but for adults it is not often indicated. 

3. Anterior protrusive guidance is important for proper pronunciation when speaking and a moderate 

overbite also enhances appearance, but it is not an important aspect of masticatory function.   

A maxillo-mandibular mal-relation also occurs with various affects: 

1. A maxillo-mandibular mal-relation that occurs during development can often be adapted to fairly 

well. Excessive overjet, overbite and class II or class III malocclusions can still function pretty well 

if the musculature has been able to adapted to it.  

2. If a maxillo-mandibular mal-relation results from a damaged TMJ, the loss of teeth or excessive 

wear of the dentition, muscle dysfunction develops secondary to the condition. In this case restoring 

muscle function requires doing whatever is needed to restore the maxillo-mandibular relationship. 

Dysfunction of the TMJ affects the foundation of masticatory function: 

1. A “clicking/popping” joint is usually one where the disk is displacing (during closing) and reducing 

(during opening). However, in most cases the patient is functioning “Off of the Disk,” since the 

reduction may occur at a vertical that is more open than the usual chewing range (chronic DDR).  

This is actually less disturbing to the patient than the case where early reduction occurs within each 

chewing stroke (Acute DDR). Re-capture of the disk, when possible, should precede restoration of 

the dentition, since re-capture of the disk greatly alters the occlusal relationship.  

2. A non-reducing disk displacement (DD) limits the degree of opening and alters the chewing pattern, 

especially when it occurs unilaterally. In the acute phase it is also painful and can lead to avascular 

necrosis of the affected condyle. Unilateral DD is rare in the late chronic stage as the propensity 

for this condition tends to be bilateral. If the patient is adapted to the bilateral condition, good 

function may be present. Acute closed lock can often be corrected by orthotic repositioning. 

Chronic well-adapted DD can be left alone, but poorly adapted DD will remain unstable. 

3. When adaptation is poor the onset of degeneration is precipitated. This process is not predictable 

to any reasonable degree. Orthotic therapy can be used, but the degenerative process must either be 

stopped or run its full course before any permanent restoration should be applied to the dentition. 

An excellent way to assess the extent to which a patient has been negatively affected by malocclusion, 

maxillo-mandibular mal-relation or TMJ dysfunction is to record and evaluate masticatory function. If their 

masticatory function is good, irrespective of any deviation in form or disease, the underlying structure of 

the system is either sufficient or successful adaptation of the system has occurred. If the masticatory 

function is poor, an opportunity to improve it is available to the dentist. In most cases the process of 

improving function is very compatible with improving aesthetics. Thus, it is often possible to accomplish 

both with one and the same treatment. Thus, the objective should be for the patient to look better, to feel 

better and to function better in a most efficient manner. 
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